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SUMMARY.
Available in this number:

1) Welcome
2) Pink floyd live vol. 1 (picture)
3) Pink floyd live vol. 2 (picture)
4) Harvest Festival (5CD box)
5) The Dark Side of the Moon promotional issue from Uruguay

~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~

1) Welcome.
I'm glad to welcome a new members of the Lunatics Club:
from France welcome to Hervé Denoyelle and from Italy welcome
to Roberto Totolo.
The Lunatics Club is the first and unique virtual club for collectors 
and I hope that this special news can help every collector to find the 
best vinyl items without any trouble.
Best of luck!
SHINE ON!
Stefano "Mr.Pinky" Tarquini

~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~

2) Pink floyd live vol. 1 .
   (by Michele Catucci)

It's a special picture-disc, maybe pressed in the U.S.A.
All the knowing copies comes from the U.S.A., where the picture is
easy to find or not hard to find.
Someone talks that there are copies pressed in Italy.
The picture sleeve comes with the same motif in both the sides:
the "WISH YOU WERE HERE" logo sticker, but with the difference that
the fourth sector in the upper left corner comes with a aztec piramyd 
with a moon.
The cuts of the picture are the repressing of the famous "OMAY YAD".
The cover is simply a clear wrap.
Matrixs numbers: APF-515A-I  PF-515A-I / APF 515B-2 (both writted).

~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~

3) Pink floyd live vol. 2 .
   (by Michele Catucci)

It's another special rare picture from the U.S.A.
It comes with the same motif in both the sides:
a white prism in three dimensions with 3 white rays and one coloured 
in a black background.
The cuts are the repressing of "Brian Damage", with the full 
performance of "The Dark Side of the Moon" from the 16/11/1974 show at 
the Wembley Empire Pool Arena in London.
The cover comes witha classic clear wrap.
Matrix numbers: APF- 515-C  AFP 515-C   L-27763 / APF 515-D   L27763.

~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~
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4) Harvest Festival
   (by Gianluca & Fabrizio Ginnetti)

It's a rare 5 CD Box Set with a 120 pages colour booklet, edited in 
1999 to celebrate the Harvest label from 1969 to 1979.

Cover: it's a painting of Geoff Ulph representing, from left to right:
Kevin Ayers, Glenn Sweeney, Roy Wood and Michael Chapman. 
On the cover there is a balck sticker with these words:
"A 120 page 4 colur 5CD musical celebration of the Harvest label
covering its output from 1969 to 1979. The package contains musical 
contributions from Pink Floyd, Kevin Ayers, ELO, Syd Barrett, Michael 
Chapman, The Pretty Things, Pete Brown, Barclay JAmes Harvest, Roy 
Harper, Be-Bop Deluxe and over 30 other acts. The set also includes 
interviews with some of the artists, producers, engineers, managers 
and record company employees involved and a selection of photographs, 
adverts and memorabilia thath illustarte the label's heyday".

Back Cover: it's a painting of Geoff Ulph representing, from left to right: 
Rick Wright, David Gilmour, Roger Waters, Bill Nelson, Nick Mason, 
Pete Brown, Roy Harper, Richie Blackmore, Arthur Grant, Shirley 
Collins, Edgar and Steve Broughton; in the left corner, at the bottom, 
is Syd Barrett and a barcode.

Barcode: in the barcode there are these numbers: 
"7243 5 21198 2 0" and "7 24352 11982 0", 
and the text "Printed in the EU. marketed and distribuited by EMI"
(with Emi logo).

Songs: Pink Floyd and Syd Barrett appear with these songs:
- disc one:   Track 8, Syd Barett, Octopus;
- disc two:   Track 11, Roger Waters & Ron Geesin, Breathe; Track 17, 
Syd Barrett, Effervescing                 Elephant;
- disc three: Track 1, Pink Floyd, Money; 
- disc four:  Track 10, David Gilmour, Short and Sweet; 
- disc five: Track 20, Golden Hair.

Book: Inside the book there are many picture of the band and of the 
records covers; interviews and picture of concert's ticket.

~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~

5) The Dark Side of the Moon promotional issue from Uruguay
   (by Angelo Moretta)

This is a really rare promotional original pressing, pressed maybe for 
an exportation in U.S.A. from the M.C.A. Records.

Company: ODEON RECORDS
Catalog number: SURL 20.986

Frontcover: no gatefold, it shows a dancers motif with a central hole,
in the upper is the text "MCA DISCO".

Backcover: is the golden promo text "FOR PROMOTION ONLY" "Ownership
Reserved By" "MCA RECORDS INC." "Sale is Unlawful G".

Spine: with the title "EL LADO OSCURO DE LA LUNA  
SURL 20.986".

Label: blue label by Odeon Records, the white Odeon logo is in the
upper with the text "Productor Fonogràfico R. y R. Gioscia S.A.  
Ind. Uruguaya" and the copyright spanish text, at the centre is 
the text "Disco es cultura", the "AGADU" logo, "P 1974" and "Made in
Uruguay", at the right shows "Art. 79", the catalog number "SURL 20
986", the additional number "05249 A" and "STEREO", the title "EL LADO
OSCURO DE LA LUNA" is in the bottom with the tracklisting, in spanish,
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the bottom ends with "PINK FLOYD".

Matrix number: SHVL 804 A 1 \ SHVL 804 B (stampati).

~·~·~·~·~·~ End of The Lunatics newsletter ~·~·~·~·~·~

«THE LUNATICS DISCLAIMER»
The Lunatics Club is the first virtual collectors project.
The Lunatics Club is Copyright © by Stefano Tarquini and is completely
free.
It was founded to trade news about the vinyl and CD collections and 
for the purpose of documenting the history of the details of vinyls. 
The contents of the newsletter are strictly free and non-commercial. 
The newsletter must be considered as an archive, which contents are 
reserved to the members and the author. 
The subscription and the unsubscription of the Lunatics Club is made 
by sending a simple mail to mr.pinky@libero.it. 
All the text of the newsletter is updated by Stefano Tarquini and is 
completely free. 
The adds and the news in the newsletter are controlled with care by 
the author as the quality comes from the collectors experience. 
The mail contents and addresses are also controlled by the author by  
international privacy rules. 

Copyright © «The Lunatics Club» Reserved - email to: mr.pinky@libero.it
"The Mr.Pinky Discography", http://digilander.libero.it/mrpinky
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